Abstract-In this paper we introduce several fuzzy resemblance relations between different combinations of crisp and fuzzy colors. As a starting point, we discuss about fuzzy colors and fuzzy color spaces as a way to represent color information, providing examples of conjunctive and disjunctive use of fuzzy colors for this purpose. Then we determine different types of relations measuring the degree of matching between color information of different kinds, using well known results from fuzzy sets and possibility theories. We study the particular case in which the user considers there is no resemblance between the fuzzy colors comprising the fuzzy color space under consideration. The proposal is based on definitions of fuzzy color and fuzzy color space provided by the authors in previous works.
I. INTRODUCTION
Humans and computers describe colors in a completely different way, a problem that is known as the semantic gap. Whilst computers represent colors as points in some threedimensional (color) space, humans employ a comparatively much smaller collection of linguistic terms like red, light blue, and strong green.
This fact poses very interesting problems when developing applications for managing color information in which the source or destination of part of the information is a human user, whilst the rest has been obtained by means of sensors or has been generated synthetically [1] . This is the case in applications like generating descriptions of pictures for visually impaired people, determining the suitability of a certain soil for a specific cultivation, or detecting potentially cancerogenous areas in the skin, just to mention a few among a huge number.
In this paper, we are interested in problems about uncertainty in both the representation and the relationships between pieces of color information. Several authors have pointed out the suitability of the theory of fuzzy sets for this purpose, leading to the introduction of notions like fuzzy color for representing the compatibility between triplets of real values (crisp colors) and linguistic terms [2] - [12] .
However, to the best of our knowledge, no deep study of how to use these concepts for representing uncertain color information, or relating pieces of color information for flexible query answering, have been made available in the literature. Our objective in this work is to go a step forward in this direction.
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The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section II we describe the approach to fuzzy colors and fuzzy color spaces introduced in [12] . Possible uses of fuzzy colors for representing color information are described in section III. In section IV we introduce different fuzzy relations for evaluating different types of matching queries involving color information. These relations are particularized to the case of a specific resemblance relation between fuzzy colors in section V. Finally, section VI contains our conclusions and future research plans in this area.
II. FUZZY MODELLING OF COLORS
All along the paper, we will consider the notions of fuzzy color (section II-A) and fuzzy color space (section II-B) introduced in [12] . We introduce these notions in the following sections.
A. Fuzzy color
In order to represent the semantic compatibility between crisp colors and linguistic color terms, in [12] we introduce the following definition of fuzzy color: Definition 2.1: [12] A fuzzy color C is a normalized fuzzy subset of crisp colors.
As previously explained, crisp colors can be represented as a triplet of real numbers corresponding to coordinates in a color space. Hence, a fuzzy color can be defined as a normalized fuzzy subset of points of a color space. From now on, we shall assume that a generic color space with components X, Y and Z whose domains are D X , D Y and D Z respectively, is employed. We shall call this color space XY Z (not to be confused with the CIE XYZ color space, which is just one particular case). This leads to the following more specific definition [12] : Definition 2.2: [12] A fuzzy color C is a linguistic label whose semantics is represented in a color space XYZ by a normalized fuzzy subset of
Def. 2.2 implies that for each fuzzy color C there is at least one crisp color r C such that C(r C ) = 1. Also, the membership function is not required to be convex. This leaves open the possibility to define color terms like for example chocolat, that may be represented by the union of the fuzzy sets for color terms like white, dark brown, and black. Following this idea, we shall consider two kind of fuzzy colors:
• Atomic colors, those colors that are not defined on the basis of other colors, like white, dark brown, and black in the previous example. We shall consider that atomic colors are represented by means of convex fuzzy sets; in particular this implies α C is a convex volume ∀α ∈ (0, 1], where α C is the α-cut of degree α of the fuzzy color C.
• Derived colors, those defined on the basis of other colors by means of logical operations, like the color chocolat of the previous example. Since the representation of fuzzy colors is a matter of semantics, we have that not every convex fuzzy subset of colors corresponds necessarily to an atomic fuzzy set. Another important problem related to the semantics arises because it is possible to represent the same fuzzy color by means of different fuzzy subsets on different color spaces, provided they have the same expressive power. For example, a fuzzy color red may be represented as a fuzzy subset with semantics "approximately [255,0,0]" if we employ the RGB color space or as a fuzzy subset with semantics "approximately [0,1,128]" if we use the HSV space. However, if we apply a transformation of the crisp colors in "approximately [255,0,0]" to HSV and we maintain the membership degrees, the result may not be "approximately [0,1,128]"; even worst, when performing such transformations from one color space to another, we can obtain a non-convex fuzzy set! Hence, a fuzzy subset of colors that semantically is an atomic fuzzy color has a non-convex representation in other spaces.
A particular case of this problem comes from the fact that the expressive power (the gamut) is not the same for every color space, so it could be the case that some crisp colors with degree 0 appear inside the convex volume when changing the representation, corresponding to colors that the original color space is not able to represent. However, non-convexity on the support of the fuzzy set could in principle arise as well because of the transformation from one color space to another because of a spatial redistribution of crisp colors in the color space, even if both color spaces have the same gamut. As a consequence, the notion of atomic fuzzy color may be dependent on the color space employed in the definition of the membership function. Hence, we introduce the following definitions: let XYZ be a (crisp) color space. Definition 2.3: [12] A XYZ fuzzy color is a fuzzy color whose membership function is defined on XYZ.
Definition 2.4: [12] An atomic XYZ fuzzy color is a fuzzy color whose membership function is convex on XYZ.
From now on we will say that a fuzzy color is simply atomic when it is atomic in some color space XYZ.
B. Fuzzy color space
For extending the concept of color space to the case of fuzzy colors, and assuming a fixed color space XYZ, with D X , D Y and D Z being the domains of the corresponding color components, the following definition is introduced in [12] : Definition 2.5: [12] A fuzzy color space XY Z is a set of atomic XYZ fuzzy colors that define a partition of
We consider that a fuzzy partition of the color space XY Z is a crisp set of m fuzzy colors C 1 , . . . , C m verifying the following properties [12] : 1) {1,...,m} sup( C i ) = XY Z, i.e., the union of the support of the C i covers the whole space. 2) ker( C i ) ∩ ker( C j ) = ∅ ∀i = j, i.e., the kernels of the C i and C j are pairwise disjoint.
there is at least one object fully representative of the fuzzy color C i .
Condition 3 is always verified by definition of fuzzy color.
III. COLOR INFORMATION
Fuzzy colors allow us to represent color information in a computer, filling the semantic gap with human's perception of color. However, it is important to remark that the same fuzzy color may represent information with different semantics depending on its use.
Fuzzy colors can be used both in a conjunctive and disjunctive way as pieces of information [13] - [16] . An example of a conjunctive use is to answer with a fuzzy color C to the question "which are the red colors?". In this case, each crisp color c is part of the answer with a degree given by C(c). An example of disjunctive use is to provide a fuzzy color for answering the question "what's the color of that car?". In this second case, the true answer is a single crisp color, but we do not know exactly what one, so we answer by giving a restriction on the set of crisp colors given by the fuzzy color C, i.e., the possibility that a certain crisp color c is the color of the car is C(c). Hence, a disjunctively-used fuzzy color is a possibility distribution on the set of crisp colors. From now on we shall denote the conjunctive (resp. disjunctive) use of fuzzy colors as Cu (resp. Du ), i.e., we shall say that a fuzzy color is conjunctively used (Cu ) or disjunctively used (Du ).
Hence, in this paper we shall consider that color information may be expressed by means of: Matching color information is crucial for practical applications involving fuzzy color spaces. In particular, when we are given statements involving color information coming from different sources, the assessment of these statements depends usually in the degree of matching between them. In this section we propose how to calculate the degree of matching associated to certain expressions involving two pieces of color information, depending on the semantics of the color information employed (any of those explained in the previous section).
The basic information to be employed in color information matching is intimately linked to the own definition of a fuzzy color space, since the representation of each fuzzy color is the fuzzy set of crisp colors that are compatible with the fuzzy color. This representation induces a resemblance relation for crisp colors based on the idea that crisp colors appearing to a certain degree in the representation of a fuzzy color are supposed to be resemblant at least to the minimum of those degrees. This notion of resemblance induced by a fuzzy color can be extended to resemblance induced by a fuzzy color space just taking the maximum degree among all the fuzzy colors of the fuzzy color space, as we shall see. We shall denote by r C and R XY Z the resemblance relations induced by C and XY Z, respectively. For the sake of simplicity, when there is a single clear fuzzy color space XY Z, we shall denote the relations as r and R, respectively.
In addition to defining each fuzzy color, we shall consider that users can provide their perception of resemblance between fuzzy colors by means of a fuzzy resemblance relation (reflexive and symmetric), that we will denote by S XY Z (or, again, simply S when the fuzzy color space is known). Notice that S is not expected to be transitive in general, and this is consistent with our view of fuzzy color resemblance. For example, one might say that red and orange are resemblant to some degree, and orange and yellow are resemblant to the same degree, but red and yellow are resemblant to a lesser degree than the former. Let us point out that this resemblance is to be taken into account only when the fuzzy color is used in a conjunctive way (as a whole).
Let us remark that compatibility and resemblance of fuzzy colors are different relations, in particular we assume S to be independent of the representation of fuzzy colors. Hence, there is no problem in considering that two fuzzy colors are compatible to a certain degree α > 0 (i.e., there is at least one 
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Nec (9) Du C Pos (10) Nec (11) Inc (15) R (17) crisp color whose membership degree to both fuzzy colors is at least α) and, at the same time, their resemblance is 0, meaning that both colors are semantically distinguishable and different. This is also consistent with the fact that the user considered both colors in his/her definition of the fuzzy color space since, conceptually, the fuzzy color space is a (fuzzy) partition of the crisp color space. Hence, we separate the relationship between a crisp and a fuzzy color from the relationship between fuzzy colors. In other words, S is not necessarily obtained by performing operations on the representations of the fuzzy colors. As a particular case, in this work we devote some effort to the study of the relation S 0 given by S 0 ( C, C ) = 1 iff C = C , and 0 otherwise. This is the simplest relation one may consider, and it is fully consistent with the view of XY Z as a partition of the set of crisp colors (though a fuzzy one in which colors may be compatible to some degree). The fact that under S 0 colors are all different but compatible illustrates very clearly the independence between fuzzy color definition and similarity. Other relations and how to obtain them for representing specific semantics will be studied in forthcoming papers.
The possible situations we may encounter when matching pieces of color information correspond to the cells in Table II , where c, c' ∈ XY Z are crisp colors, and C, C ∈ XY Z are fuzzy colors. We shall denote R=resemblance relation, K=compatibility relation, Inc=inclusion. P os and Nec mean possibility and necessity, respectively.
A first notion of resemblance between crisp colors is that of resemblance induced by a single fuzzy color, defined as follows:
Definition 4.1: The resemblance between crisp colors induced by a single fuzzy color C is
It is easy to show that r C is symmetric and max-min transitive, but not reflexive unless C is crisp. Reflexivity may be imposed by forcing r C (c, c) = 1 in the previous definition, allowing us to interpret directly a fuzzy color as a group of similar crisp colors, defined by a fuzzy equivalence relation. However, this introduces a discontinuity in the fuzzy set "being similar to c following C", whose membership function is given for every c by r C (c, c ), even when C is continuous. This condition may be eliminated if continuity is desired and reflexivity is not mandatory. Anyway, this discussion is not very important from a practical point of view, since what is important in practical applications is the generalization of this notion to that of resemblance induced by a whole fuzzy color space, considering a user-defined resemblance relation S between fuzzy colors, as follows: Notice that in this case, the relation is reflexive iff the kernels of the fuzzy colors form a crisp partition of the crisp color space; otherwise, we have to impose R XY Z (c, c) = 1 and we have again a discontinuity in the similarity to a fixed crisp color c. Notice however that, taking into account the notion of fuzzy partition that we consider in Section II-B, we are allowed to consider a fuzzy color space consisting of non-crisp fuzzy subsets of colors whose kernels form a crisp partition of the color space, since we allow C∈ XY Z C(c) > 1. Hence, we may obtain a reflexive fuzzy relation R XY Z in which R XY Z (c, c ) is continuous for every fixed c (provided every C ∈ XY Z is continuous) from a suitable fuzzy color space R XY Z having non-crisp fuzzy colors.
The following definitions correspond to the rest of cases as shown in Table II . We shall assume from now on that we work with a fuzzy color space XY Z, avoiding it explicitly in the notations. Notice that we shall always employ the same notation (letters R and K to denote resemblance and compatibility, respectively, etc.), although the definitions correspond to different resemblance and compatibility relations. Finally, we shall assume that only a subset of crisp colors in the color space XY Z are considered (this is always the case when working with computers).
Definition 4.3:
The compatibility between a crisp color c and a Cu fuzzy color C ∈ XY Z is 
Definition 4.4:
The possibility and the necessity that a certain color variable V takes value c knowing that its value is in a Du fuzzy color C ∈ XY Z are, respectively
and
Definition 4.4 is useful when answering questions like Knowing that my car is red, what is the possibility/necessity
that my car is painted in the RGB color c?. Notice that for any fuzzy color C ∈ XY Z such that its kernel is not a singleton, Nec(V = c|V is C) = 0. On the other hand, if C is a singleton, it is easy to show that
The compatibility between two Cu fuzzy colors is
Definition 4.5 is useful when answering questions like To what extent it is possible to find a crisp color that is red and orange?.
Definition 4.6:
The resemblance between two Cu fuzzy colors is
where S is a resemblance relation defined by the user. Definition 4.6 is useful when answering questions like To what extent red is similar to orange?.
Definition 4.7:
The possibility and the necessity that a certain color variable V takes a value compatible with a Cu fuzzy color C knowing that the value of V is in a Du fuzzy color C are, respectively
where pos(¬K(V, C)|V is C ) is the possibility that V does not take a value compatible with C given that the value of V is in C . Definition 4.7 is useful when answering questions like She told me the car was red, what is the possibility/necessity that the car was orange?
Definition 4.8: The possibility and the necessity that a certain color variable V takes a value compatible with a Du fuzzy color C knowing that the value of V is in a Du fuzzy color C are, respectively In order to define degrees of inclusion, we will employ the following definition from [17] :
Definition 4.9 ( [17] ): Let I a contrapositive fuzzy implication 1 satisfying:
and let A, B be two fuzzy sets defined on a crisp set X. Then, the family of functions given by
is a family of inclusion indicators that satisfy all the SinhaDougherty axioms [17] . An example of contrapositive fuzzy implication I satisfying the conditions above is the Lukasiewicz's implicator [17] , given by
On this basis, a family of similarity indicators between fuzzy sets can be defined as follows [18] : let A, B be two fuzzy sets defined on a crisp set X. Then, the family of functions given by
Sim(A, B) = min{Sub(A, B), Sub(B, A)}
is a family of similarity indicators. 
I( C(c), C (c)) (15)
In particular, the degree of inclusion of a Du fuzzy color C in another Du fuzzy color C based on Lukasiewicz's implicator is
Definition 4.11:
The degree of resemblance between two Du fuzzy colors C and C is calculated by means of one function of the family Sim given by Eq. 14, i.e., In this section we consider the particular case of the relation S 0 given by S 0 ( C, C ) = 1 iff C = C , and 0 otherwise. As explained in the previous section, the resemblance relation S between fuzzy colors is not necessarily obtained from the membership functions of the fuzzy colors. In principle, we assume there is independence between both these aspects, i.e., they are two different types of information to be provided by humans. Whilst membership functions define the compatibility between crisp and fuzzy colors, the resemblance relation S define the semantic resemblance between fuzzy colors, that depend on how a particular use perceive and use them.
Since a fuzzy color space is defined as a partition of a crisp color space using fuzzy colors, it is reasonable to consider that these fuzzy colors are the different groups that may be distinguished and separated. The fact that the partition is fuzzy allows fuzzy colors to be compatible, i.e., to share crisp colors in their support, but this is not incompatible with the view that colors in XY Z are totally different.
This consideration is useful for building a fuzzy color space by asking users to enumerate the collection of different colors they can clearly distinguish as different. Hence, S 0 is the simplest relation between fuzzy colors and, at the same time, the less computationally complex. In [12] we proposed an approach for defining a fuzzy color space from a collection of color names and a corresponding set of representative crisp colors, one for each name, both sets provided by the user. If the user is asked to provide these sets by assuming S 0 as the resemblance between fuzzy colors, we have in a very simple way all the necessary information for defining a fuzzy color space and for using this space for representing and matching color information for different purposes.
Using S 0 , the relations studied in section IV reduce to those referred in Table III . Some expressions (those not involving the similarity between fuzzy colors S) are the same. New formulae are given in equations (18) -(23).
pos(K(V, C)|V is C ) = max Our work lies in the framework of Zadeh's Computational Theory of Perceptions [19] . Fuzzy color spaces are intended to represent the collection of terms employed by a particular user, either in general or in a certain application, for describing his/her perception about colors. By representation we understand the (fuzzy) compatibility between crisp colors and these terms, expressed as membership functions defined on a crisp color space. In addition, we consider separately the user's perception of resemblance between colors, the latter seen as abstract notions, by means of a fuzzy relation S. These models allow us to fill the semantic gap between the representation of colors in computers and the perception of colors by humans, and to represent different types of color information. As a consequence, we are able to provide computational procedures for matching color information of different types, something very useful in determining the compatibility between linguistic terms and images for color image description, for image and visual information retrieval, flexible query answering in image databases, etc.
As future work, we shall use the relations introduced here in many applications, in particular for developing image retrieval systems working with linguistic queries and flexible queries to image databases, as well as for identifying visual concepts and the automatic generation of linguistic descriptions of images on the basis of color information [20] . We will also employ these techniques for color image segmentation [21] , [22] . Another important future work concerns the study of the computational complexity of calculating the measures proposed in this work, when it is possible to precalculate this information, and how to develop efficient algorithms for using them in practice. Finally, we shall study the semantics of different similarity relations between fuzzy colors, in particular on the basis of hierarchical fuzzy color spaces, a notion that we are currently developing.
